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Suit Contract Defensive Signals. 

1. Attitude Signal 
2. High-Low Signal 
3. Ruffing Signal 
4.Trump Signal 
5.Standard Count Signal 
6.Suit Preference Signal 
7.Promise(Sequence) Signal 
 

Signal “Priorities” 

DIFFERENT Partner versus declarer when a suit is led. 

1.Partner’s Lead=Attitude more important than count 

2.Declarer Leads=Count following suit;Attitude discarding 

 

1=Attitude Signal 

When partner leads, your card(10,9,8,7 Encourages, 

5,4,3,2 Discourages). Same discarding on partner’s or 

declarer’s led suit. Note: NO Signaling if it helps declarer 

more than partner. No Signaling defending against slams! 
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2=High Low Signal 

Higher card, followed “later” by lower card in same suit 

interpreted many ways. A=Attitude, B=Even # of cards in 

suit, C=Wants to ruff that suit,D=Etc.. 

3=Ruffing Signal 

When partner leads high then low(eg 8 followed by 2) of 

an unbid suit. Also when “responding” to opening leader’s 

plays of AK…a Higher card then a lower card same suit 

indicates a desire to ruff that suit. 

4=Trump Signal 

Note:Trump signal is inverted.eg Higher card then a lower 

trump card shows ODD number of trumps AND desire to 

ruff. IF no desire to ruff….count should be concealed.  

5=Standard Count Signal 

Higher then a lower card same suit shows EVEN number 

of cards in that suit. Lower then a higher card same suit 

shows ODD number. Same signal for opening leads. Use 

MUD to avoid “low from an honor”on opening leads. 

Middle,Up, then Down Carding (eg.6,9,2…in that order). 
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6=Suit Preference Signal(s) 

Upon partner’s opening lead a singleton or void appears 

in dummy. Your card played does NOT express attitude 

OR count. Instead, it tells partner about suit preference of 

the other two non trump suits. High card=I like the ‘high’ 

suit, a Low card=I like the low suit. An “in-between” card 

shows nothing..You’re on your own!! 

Suit Preference also occurs IF leading a suit you know 

partner will ruff, partner will have a problem figuring out 

how to get you back in so he can ruff again. The lead a low 

card to him indicates a low suit return,the lead of a high 

card for him to ruff indicates a high suit return. Note: 

Leading a middle card for ruffing indicates neither suit 

….”you’re on your own..!!” 

7=Promise(sequence) Signal 

Playing an honor (K)on partners lead or when discarding 

“promises”(KQ). Playing/discarding (Q) “promises”(QJ). 

Even in the case of discarding(A) “promises” (AK). 


